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Top Bar Widget
Pre-Order Pizza Night 🍕🍕 → Get Bonus Content
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Hi, I’m Ali!

Bread enthusiast. Vegetable lover. Omnivore. 


More About Me » 
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Pre-Order Now!

Deliciously doable recipes for pizza and salad.


Pre-Order Yours Today » 
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Buy My Cookbook!

Recipes for no-knead loaves and meals to savor every slice.


Buy now » 


Find the Perfect Recipe:











or browse the recipe index »



 First time visiting? Start Here »




Vegetarian Recipes





[image: A bowl of roasted butternut squash soup topped with croutons and fried sage.] 







[image: A bowl over overnight chia oats and berries.] 







[image: A bean salad in a serving bowl.] 







[image: A jar of Greek salad dressing on a countertop.] 







[image: A slice of a blueberry Dutch baby on a plate.] 







[image: A bowl of curried Thai chickpeas with rice.] 






More Vegetarian Recipes 


 





Want to Sharpen your Knife Skills?

Pizza Perfected

7 Secrets to Mastering Pizza at Home
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7 Secrets to Mastering Pizza at Home
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Something else to bake on St. Patrick’s Day: Lem
 [image: Something else to bake on St. Patrick’s Day: Lemony, Buttermilk Currant Scones ☘️☘️  Flaky, buttery, lemony and perfectly sweet, these scones are a longtime favorite. The recipe comes from the first Tartine cookbook, and I make it with blueberries all summer long and currants throughout the winter — they’re so, so good 💯💯 @tartinebakery   Comment “scone” to have the recipe sent to your DMs 🤗🤗  #scone #recipe #breakfast #currants #stpatricksday]








 [image:  Friends: Let’s make pizza… together! 🍕🍕 Salad too! 🥗🥗  On April 11th, I’m teaching a free virtual cooking class for anyone who pre-orders Pizza Night. Comment “PIZZA” below to have the sign-up link sent to your DMs. I’ll also include a link in my profile 🤗  In sum, order Pizza Night before 4/10, and you will receive:  * Free Virtual Cooking Class April 11th, 7 pm * Immediate access to Bonus Recipes not included in Pizza Night  During class we’ll make:   * Neapolitan-Style Pizza Dough * Asparagus Pizza with Crème Fraîche and Whipped Ricotta * Mixed Greens Salad with Parmesan & Roasted Red Pepper Dressing  Pizza Night will be here April 16th 🎉🎉 and includes:  * 4 simple dough recipes * 52 pizza recipes * 52 salad recipes * 5 simple desserts * Dozens of recipes for sauces and dressings  If you’ve already preordered the book, you just have to sign up 🤗  Hope to see you there!! 👋  #pizza #pizzanight #pizzaeveryfriday]







Friends, if you love salad ON pizza, you have to f
 [image: Friends, if you love salad ON pizza, you have to follow Ines Glaser of @lupacotta, whose SALAD PIZZA DETOX series is 💯💯💯  Comment RECIPE to get the recipe link sent to your DMs 🎉 (this is new... hope it works 🤞🤞)  Notes:   • Pizza Dough Recipe is from my new book Pizza Night 🍕🍕 (here in just 5 weeks!! link to pre-order in profile)  • #WOMENSPIZZAMONTH hosted by @realcleverfood @pizzarosha, and @twocentspizza has begun 🎉🎉 Join the party by creating your own pizza dedicated to an inspiring woman and tagging #WOMENSPIZZAMONTH   #saladpizzadetox #pizza #pizzanight]







Behold: The Shiny-Topped, Rich, Fudgy Brownies of 
 [image: Behold: The Shiny-Topped, Rich, Fudgy Brownies of My Dreams 🎉🎉🎉  Friends, where to begin? I have long loved this @finecookingmag recipe for brownies — truly, it is the only brownie recipe I have made for well over a decade.   They didn’t, however, consistently emerge with that desirable, shiny, paper-thin crackly crust. About a month ago, I reached out to my newsletter readers for help and they pointed me to an @bravetart article that helped tremendously. (I miss Stella Parks!)  In sum, this is what has made a difference:   ✅ Melting the butter and sugar sufficiently and beating the two together until they are nearly emulsified — it should look like wet sand.  ✅ Beating the eggs for about a minute until they get foamy and slightly thick, about a minute.  ✅ Whisking the butter-sugar mixture really well into the eggs before adding the dry ingredients.  The recipe is linked in profile 🤗  #brownies #cocoa #shiny #fudgy #rich]







Rad Na — a longtime favorite dish served at The 
 [image: Rad Na — a longtime favorite dish served at The Continental in Philadelphia and a longtime favorite one to make at home 💯💯💯  This recipe comes from @chefalizagreen ‘s cookbook, Starting with Ingredients, and it’s incredibly easy and fast, the key being to have everything measured ahead of time, because once the cooking begins, things move very quickly 👍  The original recipe calls for chicken, which I also love here, but you can use any protein you like: shrimp, tofu, eggs, etc. 👍  Note: This is not a traditional preparation of the classic Thai dish rad na (also called lad na), rather it is a recreation of the dish served at The Continental. I no longer use oyster sauce in the recipe, because the oyster sauce I can find most easily is filled with sugar and preservatives, and I don’t like the flavor it imparts. I find a simple mix of soy sauce and water replaces the oyster sauce nicely.  The recipe is linked in profile 🤗  #noodles #radnathai #thecontinental #easy #fast #dinner]







For all of your entertaining needs: Pan Pizza FTW 
 [image: For all of your entertaining needs: Pan Pizza FTW 🎉🎉🎉  I have always loved pan pizzas for their flavor, of course, but in recent years, I appreciate them more and more for their practicality: they feed so many people and so much of the prep can be done ahead of time:   ✔️ Make the dough 3 to 5 days in advance. ✔️ Parbake the dough 3 days in advance or 3 months in advance by sticking it in the freezer. ✔️ Assemble and top your pizzas hours before baking, then pop in the oven as needed.   The recipe for this Detroit-style pizza is linked in profile 🤗  Note: True DSP calls for sauce on last 👍👍  Let me know if you have questions 👋👋👋👋  #pizza #DSP #detroitstylepizza #panpizza #pizzanight]
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Popular bread recipes
 	Focaccia bread
	Sourdough bread
	Peasant bread
	Sourdough focaccia bread
	Ciabatta bread
	Rye bread
	Pita bread
	Banana bread
	Lemon blueberry quick bread






Sourdough recipes + tips
 	How to feed a sourdough starter
	How to build a sourdough starter from scratch
	Why is my sourdough so sticky? 
	Sourdough sandwich bread
	Sourdough flour tortillas
	Sourdough discard crackers
	Simple sourdough ciabatta bread
	Sourdough bread (whole wheat-ish)






Pizza recipes
 	Homemade pizza dough
	Sourdough pizza crust
	Detroit-style pizza
	Sicilian-style pizza
	Homemade tomato sauce
	Basil pesto recipe
	Homemade ricotta cheese






Seasonal staples
 	Greek salad dressing
	Lemon blueberry muffins
	Zucchini bread
	Lemon blueberry dutch baby
	Blueberry breakfast cake
	Shortbread recipe
	Baked ham
	Rum balls recipe
	Hot cross buns
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Want to Chop Like a Pro?

Get your free 8-video tutorial
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5 Secrets to Foolproof Bread Baking

See how easy bread baking can be in my free ecourse!
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